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DS 6.1 Mon 15:00 H 0111
Chalkopyrite thin film solar cells conditioned with RbF
— ∙Tim Kodalle1, Marc Daniel Heinemann1, Hasan Arif
Yetkin1,2, Iver Lauermann1, Rutger Schlatmann1,3, and Chris-
tian Alexander Kaufmann1 — 1PVcomB/Helmholtz-Zentrum
Berlin, Germany — 2Technical University Berlin, Germany —
3Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft Berlin, Germany
We investigate the impact of an RbF post deposition treatment (PDT)
on the material and device properties of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film solar
cells in dependence of both the PDT’s parameters (e.g. the duration of
the PDT) and the copper to group III elemental ratio ([Cu]/([Ga]+[In])
= CGI).

A clear trade-off between increasing open-circuit-voltage (𝑉OC) and
decreasing fill factor (𝐹𝐹 ) with longer RbF-deposition could be ob-
served. We propose a model explaining the gain in 𝑉OC by an in-
creased carrier concentration and the formation of an (Rb,Na)-In𝑥Se𝑦
surface layer during the PDT. Additionally we build a model to explain
the decreasing 𝐹𝐹 based on the generation of additional acceptor-like
defects at the buffer/window-interface by temperature-induced alkali-
migration during sputtering of the window layer.

Furthermore we investigate the performance of the optimized PDT
on absorbers with varied CGI. Here we find, that the PDT is most
efficiently when being applied to thin films close to stoichiometry.
Thereby we were able to overcome the 𝐹𝐹 -loss and increase the max-
imum efficiency up to 17.5%, which is about 1.1% (abs.) higher than
the reference value.

DS 6.2 Mon 15:15 H 0111
Metal thin films as plasmonic support for surface en-
hanced vibrational spectroscopy and optofluidics — ∙Dimitra
Gkogkou, Christoph Kratz, Norbert Esser, Eugen Speiser,
and Karsten Hinrichs — Leibniz-Institut für Analytische Wis-
senschaften -ISAS- e.V., Department Berlin, Schwarzschildstr. 8,
12489 Berlin, Germany
We present metal nanoisland films that exhibit plasmonic resonances
in the visible and infrared region of the spectrum. These different res-
onances correspond to adjacent areas of an Au gradient layer and pro-
vide surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and surface enhance
infrared absorption (SEIRA) signals, dependable on the thickness of
the layer. In that way, all vibrational information of an adsorbed
molecule can be acquired by a line scan on a single substrate. Also
presented is the integration of this combinatorial substrate with a mi-
crofluidic setup that allows for the in-situ investigation of 𝜇L volumes.
Ultra low detection limits of analytes were achieved, i.e. submonolayer
sensitivity demonstrated in situ for monolayer self-assembly.

The presented optofluidic platform is a sensing device that has pos-
sible applications in sensitive and label-free biosensing, lab-on-a-chip
devices, or molecular imaging tools for biochemical analyses.

DS 6.3 Mon 15:30 H 0111
Fully sprayed, ITO-free, flexible organic solar cells — ∙Marius
Loch1, Florin Loghin1, Kamyar Baghvand1, Paolo Lugli2, and
Markus Becherer1 — 1Lehrstuhl für Nanoelektronik, Technische
Universität München, Theresienstrasse 90, 80333 Munich, Germany.
— 2Faculty of Science and Technology, Free University of Bozen-
Bolzano, Universitätsplatz 5, 39100 Bolzano, Italy
Organic solar cells are a promising candidate for a future of ubiqui-
tous, low-cost solar power harvesting. While this promise is founded
on easily scalable, large-area solution processing techniques, most of
the scientific research community uses small-scale deposition methods
convenient for the lab like spin coating in inert atmosphere and vacuum
processing, which are not scalable. In this work, we use an automated
spray roboter in ambient conditions to deposit all layers of the solar cell
(reflective electrode, transparent electrode, active material blend and
blocking layers). The layers are independently optimized and even-
tually put together in one fully sprayed device. By replacing brittle
and expensive indium tin oxide (ITO) with silver nanowires (AgNW)
and conductive polymers (PEDOT:PSS) for the transparent electrode,
the use of flexible foil substrates is enabled and mechanical stability is
studied by bending tests.

DS 6.4 Mon 15:45 H 0111

Effect of cation stoichiometry on electric properties of thin-
film varactors with Ba𝑥Sr1−𝑥TiO3 tunable dielectric and
highly conducting SrMoO3 electrodes — ∙Lukas Zeinar1,
Patrick Salg1, Aldin Radetinac1, Dominik Walk2, Philipp
Komissinskiy1, Holger Maune2, Rolf Jacoby2, and Lambert
Alff1 — 1Materials Science, TU Darmstadt, Germany — 2Microwave
Engineering and Photonics, TU Darmstadt, Germany
We present Au/Pt/Ba𝑥Sr1−𝑥TiO3/SrMoO3 varactor heterostructures
utilizing single crystalline Ba𝑥Sr1−𝑥TiO3 films grown epitaxially by
pulsed laser deposition on a highly conducting thin*film oxide SrMoO3

bottom electrodes with a room-temperature resistivity of 30 𝜇Ωcm.
The stoichiometry of the dielectric Ba𝑥Sr1−𝑥TiO3 was tuned to
achieve the desirable high tunability and low losses of the varac-
tors at room temperature. Influence of the cation stoichiometry
of the Ba𝑥Sr1−𝑥TiO3 films on their Curie temperature and room-
temperature dielectric permittivity was investigated. The changes of
the Ba𝑥Sr1−𝑥TiO3 out-of-plane lattice parameter by 2% and the cor-
responding changes of the Ba-Sr and (Ba,Sr)-Ti cation ratios by 6
and 11%, respectively, were observed by varying the laser energy flu-
ence in the range between 0.3 and 1.4 J/cm2. Tunability and leakage
current of the varactors were investigated by a vector network ana-
lyzer at frequencies between 300MHz and 10GHz. Fine tuning of the
Ba𝑥Sr1−𝑥TiO3 cation stoichiometry allows high relative tunability of
the varactors up to 80% and reduction of the varactor leakage current
by up to three orders of magnitude down to 10 nA.

DS 6.5 Mon 16:00 H 0111
The Influence of Crystallographic Order on Ferrimagnetic
Response of Spinel ZnFe2O4 Thin Films — ∙Vitaly Zviagin,
Yogesh Kumar, Chris Sturm, Israel Lorite, Pablo Esquinazi,
Marius Grundmann, and Rüdiger Schmidt-Grund — Universität
Leipzig, Felix-Bloch-Institut für Festkörperphysik, Linnéstr. 5, Leipzig
We present the dielectric function of normal spinel ZnFe2O4 (ZFO)
grown at different pressures and temperatures on SrTiO3 (100) sub-
strate by pulsed laser deposition. Electronic transitions visible in the
diagonal element of the dielectric tensor are assigned to transitions
involving Fe2+, Fe3+ and Zn2+ cation 3d and 4s orbitals. Transi-
tions from O2𝑝 to tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ cation, located at
∼ 3.5 eV, and between octahedrally coordinated Fe2+ cations, located
at ∼ 0.9 eV, give evidence to disorder in the normal spinel structure.
Growth temperature dependent investigation has shown a direct cor-
relation between saturation magnetization at 5K and the amplitude of
the former mentioned transition, likely due to the dominant nature of
the oxygen mediated coupling between Fe3+ located on two different
lattice sites.[1] Annealing films at temperatures greater than 250 ∘C in
argon and oxygen atmospheres facilitates a decrease in the ferrimag-
netic response and is explained by reordering of the disordered spinel
structure toward ordered normal state. A direct correlation between
the disorder cation transition contributions to the dielectric function
and room temperature ferrimagnetic response is shown.
[1] V. Zviagin et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 13 (2016)

DS 6.6 Mon 16:15 H 0111
Unsupervised Hebbian learning experimentally realized with
analogue memristive crossbar arrays — ∙Finn Zahari, Mirko
Hansen, Hermann Kohlstedt, and Martin Ziegler — Chair of
Nanoelectronics, Faculty for Electrical Engineering and Information
Technology, Kiel University, Germany
Memristive devices are promising candidates to emulate synaptic be-
haviour in neuromorphic circuits in an efficient manner. Even though
in the last couple of years a variety of materials and device structures
were employed to fabricate memristive devices, there is still a gap be-
tween promising computing schemes and their hardware realization
with memristive devices. We show that so called double barrier mem-
ristive devices can be integrated into crossbar architectures without the
need for additional selector devices. These ionic memristive devices
show a non-filamentary interface-based resistive switching behaviour
with a high I-V nonlinearity and asymmetry as well as self-rectifying
and self-limitation characteristics. They are used to realize selector-
device-free 16x16 crossbar-arrays with 256 memristive devices. A local
Hebbian learning scheme was utilized to perform unsupervised learning
of visual patterns to demonstrate the applicability of the selector-free
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crossbars within a mixed signal circuit consisting of double barrier
memristive devices as hardware synapses und software neurons.

Financial support by the German Research Foundation through
FOR 2093 is gratefully acknowledged.

15 min. break.

DS 6.7 Mon 16:45 H 0111
Bottom-up Synthesis and Characterization of Mesoporous
Al-Modified Hematite Thin Film Photo-Anodes — ∙Ahmed
Chnani and Steffen Strehle — Ulm University, Institute of Elec-
tron Devices and Circuits, Albert-Einstein-Allee 45, 89081 Ulm
Hematite (𝛼-Fe2O3) is an earth abundant, low-cost and non-toxic n-
type semiconductor being in the research focus for the assembly of
efficient photo-anodes in the field of solar fuel production by water
splitting. Despite a suitable band structure and sufficient water split-
ting stability, there are various critical issues that need to be resolved
including for instance the short charge carrier lifetime that is signif-
icantly misaligned with the optical absorption length, an overall low
electrical conductivity as well as a low surface charge transfer kinetics.

In this paper, aluminium is added to hematite as a sustainable strat-
egy to reduce the defect state density while simultaneously increasing
the charge carrier concentration. For the studies, thermally evaporated
Fe(Al) thin films with roughly 200 nm in thickness were utilized. By
rational control of a plain thermal oxidation process under ambient
conditions, non-porous to mesoporous Al-modified hematite thin films
were prepared. The experiments show that mesoporous thin films show
not only efficient light trapping but also an overall increased electrical
conductivity and an increased photoactivity in comparison to non-
porous thin films, plain hematite electrodes and even in comparison
to high-density hematite nanowire arrays. The complete surface band
structure was reconstructed to evaluate the surface defect states by uti-
lizing a Kelvin probe as well as ambient photoelectron spectroscopy.

DS 6.8 Mon 17:00 H 0111
Large-scale self-assembling of nanostructures by controlled
dewetting of ultra-thin silicon films on insulators —
∙Marco Salvalaglio1, Rainer Backofen1, Meher Naffouti2,3,
Thomas Bottein2, Mario Lodari4, Thomas David2, Abdelmalek
Benkouider2, Ibtissem Fraj3, Luc Favre2, Antioine Ronda2, Is-
abelle Berbezier2, David Grosso2, Marco Abbarchi2, Monica
Bollani4, and Axel Voigt1 — 1TU-Dresden, 01062 Dresden, DE
— 2CNRS - IM2NP, 13397 Marseille, FR — 3Université de Monastir,
5019 Monastir, TN — 4IFN-CNR, L-NESS, 22100 Como, IT
Thin solid films are rarely stable when annealed even below their
melting temperature. Under the action of surface diffusion, atoms
move away from the edges of thin films leading to their retraction
and breaking. This process occurs in ultra-thin silicon films on in-
sulator (UT-SOI), limiting their applications in several microsystems.
Moreover, the self-assembled structures forming at the end of the pro-
cess show too large randomness in positioning and size dispersion to
be exploited for targeted applications. Here, thanks to a synergistic
theoretical and experimental investigation, we illustrate a method to
control the dewetting of UT-SOI, delivering nanostructures with deter-
mined positions, sizes and shapes [1]. 3D phase-field (PF) simulations,
accounting for surface diffusion-limited kinetics, are adopted to en-
lighten the mechanism underlying the process and assess the outcomes
of experiments. Indeed, we demonstrate that a fine control over the
final structures is achieved when combining patches with an ad hoc
initial patterning of the thin film. [1] M. Naffouti et al., Science Adv.
3, eaao1472 (2017).

DS 6.9 Mon 17:15 H 0111
Growth of large sized 2D molybdenum sulfide flakes at the
air-liquid interface — Xiaoling Zeng, Talha Nisar, Marlis Or-
tel, ∙Torsten Balster, and Veit Wagner — Jacobs University
Bremen, Campus Ring 1, 28759 Bremen,Germany
Layered transition metal chalcogenides, especially MoS2, are promis-
ing materials for catalysis as well as semiconducting layers in thin film
transistors. Since the 1st transistors were produced with mechanically
exfoliated MoS2 flakes, new deposition processes for large area and
atomically thin layers are needed to enable new generation electronic
devices.
In this investigation, we have developed a cheap, wet chemical deposi-
tion process, which takes aadvantage of growth on a liquid surface. For
this purpose, a saturated solution of ammonium tetrathiomolybdate

(ATTM) in deionized water was prepared by heating and ultrasonica-
tion. After two hours of cooling period molybdenum sulfide flakes were
formed in solution at the air-liquid interface with a lateral size of more
than 150𝜇m. These flakes were transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate
in a Langmuir-Blodgett like deposition process. The thickness of the
flakes ranged from a single monolayer to 5 monolayers as confirmed by
AFM and Raman spectroscopy. XPS and TEM reveal, that with post
growth thermal treatment flakes of high quality are obtained.

DS 6.10 Mon 17:30 H 0111
Magnetron sputtered refractory metal thin films on NiTi and
their influence on the phase transition behaviour of NiTi
— ∙Fabian Seifried1, Helmut Riedel2, Harald Leiste1, Ruth
Schwaiger1, Sven Ulrich1, Hans Juergen Seifert1, and Michael
Stueber1 — 1KIT IAM-AWP, Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
— 2TU Wien WWWT, Wien, Austria
In this study, pseudo-elastic Ni 50.8 at.%-Ti alloy sheets of 1000 mi-
crons thickness were coated with 10 microns thick refractory metal thin
films, by non-reactive d.c. magnetron sputtering. These thin films
were characterized with regard to their microstructure and selected
mechanical properties. Microstructural characterization of the thin
films included X-Ray Diffraction and Scanning Electron Microscopy
analyses. Mo thin films grow in a densely packed, (110) textured b.c.c.
structure with columnar grains on the NiTi substrate. Ta and Nb thin
films grow as well in a dense columnar structure; however they show X-
Ray diffraction peaks of various lattice planes of the b.c.c. structures
(i.e. no texture). Considering the specific thin film/substrate thick-
ness ratio (1:100) of the samples, the mechanical properties of both
the thin films and thin film/substrate composites were investigated on
different length scales, using nano- and microindentation techniques.
To evaluate the potential impact of the surface coating and the de-
position process on the phase transformation behaviour of the NiTi
shape memory alloy, differential scanning calorimetry analyses were
done. Conclusions and recommendations will be given for potential
thin film materials as radiopaque coatings on NiTi substrates for med-
ical applications.

DS 6.11 Mon 17:45 H 0111
Focused electron beam induced multi-tip deposition for en-
ergy harvesting fromthe green-house radiaton. — ∙Koops
Hans Wilfried Peter — Ernst Ludwig Strasse 16, Ober-Ramstadt,
Germany
A cross -lines grid with 0,5 𝜇m cell-width is proposed to harvest IR ra-
diation from the green house gases in the earth atmosphere. According
to NASA-measurements 340 W/m2 reach the earth in the IR-regime.
A nanogranular Pt/C material can be used in a detector-matrix to
harvest this energy, by collecting IR quanta with nanocrystalline Pt/C
compound material in form of electron-hole Bosons. Very large num-
bers of Bosons can be stored in such energy layers. Applying a field
gadient allows to move the Bosons to the end of the material layer,
where the Bosons release an electron each, and the resulting hole can
form a new Boson again. Electrons are emitted in a coherent fashion.
The small-area experiment shall proove the principle of the energy
harvesting capability. Large areas of collector fields shall follow, built
with the principle of glass coating machines with massive parallel ion
beam sources to deposit the Pt/C absorber structure layers.

DS 6.12 Mon 18:00 H 0111
Modelling of the vertical deflection of ferroelectric bending
tongues — ∙Juliette Cardoletti1, Aldin Radetinac1, Julian
Walker2, Philipp Komissinskiy1, Susan Trolier-McKinstry2,
and Lambert Alff1 — 1Technische Universität Darmstadt, Institute
of Materials Science, Alarich-Weiss-Straße 2, 64287 Darmstadt, Ger-
many — 2Materials Research Institute, Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA, 16802, USA
With the acute need for miniaturisation of devices and components,
the use of bending tongues (cantilevers or wider beams) based on piezo-
electric ceramics is increasing. Due to its large piezoelectric coefficient,
𝑃𝑏𝑍𝑟0.52𝑇 𝑖0.48𝑂3 (PZT) is the most commonly used material, but
it is also ferroelectric (𝑖.𝑒. the polarisation direction can be switched
between discrete crystallographically allowable orientations by an ex-
ternal electric field). This particularity should be taken into account
when modelling the vertical deflection of bending tongues.

To date, bending tongue based devices have been modelled from a
static and dynamic point of view without simulating the ferroelectric
switching occurring in grains [1]. However, various papers attempted
to describe ferroelectric switching based on different approaches, for ex-
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ample based on a switching criterion accounting for mechanical work
and electrical work contributions to the switching process [2].

The here described modelling program, based on Hwang’s switching

criterion [2], aims to bridge the gap between the previous approaches
by describing the vertical deflection of a bending tongue while taking
into account ferroelectric switching at the grain scale.
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